Abstract. Blum and Blum (1975) showed that a class B of suitable recursive approximations to the halting problem is reliably EX-learnable. These results provide more evidence that there is still some need to nd an adequate notion for \naturally learnable function classes."
Introduction
Though algorithmic learning of recursive functions has been intensively studied within the last three decades there is still some need to elaborate this theory further. For the purpose of motivation, let us shortly recall the basic scenario.
An algorithmic learner is fed growing initial segments of the graph of the target function f . Based on the information received, the learner computes a hypothesis on each input. The sequence of all computed hypotheses has to converge to a correct, nite and global description of the target f . We shall refer to this scenario by saying that f is EX-learnable (cf. Denition 1) .
Clearly, what one is really interested in are powerful learning algorithms that cannot only learn one function but all functions from a given class of functions. Gold [11] provided the rst such powerful learner, i.e., the identication by enumeration algorithm and showed that it can learn every class contained in NUM . Here NUM denotes the family of all function classes that are subsets of some recursively enumerable class of recursive functions.
There are, however, learnable classes of recursive functions which are not contained in NUM . The perhaps most prominent example is the class SD of self-describing recursive functions, i.e., of all those functions that compute a program for themselves on input 0. Clearly, SD is EX-learnable.
Since Gold's [11] pioneering paper a huge variety of learning criteria have been proposed within the framework of inductive inference of recursive functions (cf., e.g., [3, 6, 8, 9, 15, 19, 21] ). By comparing these inference criteria to one another, it became popular to show separation results by using function classes with self-referential properties. On the one hand, the proof techniques developed are mathematically quite elegant. On the other hand, these separating examples may be considered to be a bit articial, because of the use of self-describing properties. Hence, B arzdi n s suggested to look at versions of learning that are closed under computable transformations (cf. [20, 28] ). For example, a class U is robustly EX-learnable, i, for every computable operator 2 such that 2(U) is a class of recursive functions, the class 2(U) is EX-learnable, too (cf. Denition 4).
There have been many discussions which operators are admissible in this context (cf., e.g., [10, 14, 16, 20, 23, 28] ). At the end, it turned out to be most suitable to consider only general recursive operators, that is, operators which map every total function to a total one. The resulting notion of robust EX-learning is the most general one among all notions of robust EX-inference.
Next, we state the two main questions that are studied in the present paper.
(1) What is the overall theory developed so far telling us about the learnability of \naturally dened function classes?" (2) What is known about the robust EX -learnability of such \naturally dened function classes?"
Clearly an answer to the rst question should tell us something about the usefulness of the theory, and an answer to the second problem should, in particular, provide some insight into the \naturalness" of robust EX-learning. However, our knowledge concerning both questions has been severely limited. For function classes in NUM everything is clear, i.e., their learnability has been proved with respect to many learning criteria including robust EX-learning. Next, let us consider one of the few \natural" function classes outside NUM that have been considered in the literature, i.e., the class C of all recursive complexity functions. Then, using Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.6. in [23] , one can conclude that C is not robustly EX-learnable for many complexity measures including space, since there is no recursive function that bounds every function in C for all but nitely many arguments. On the other hand, C itself is still learnable with respect to many inference criteria by using the identication by enumeration learner.
The latter result already provides some evidence that the notion of robust EX-learning may be too restrictive. Nevertheless, the situation may be completely dierent if one looks at classes of f0; 1g-valued recursive functions, since their learnability diers sometimes considerably from the inferability of arbitrary function classes (cf., e.g., [17, 26] ). As far as these authors are aware of, one of the very few \natural classes" of f0; 1g-valued recursive functions that may be a candidate to be not included in NUM has been proposed by Blum and Blum [6] . Due to the lack of space, many proofs are only sketched or omitted. We refer the reader to [25] for a full version of this paper.
Preliminaries
Unspecied notations follow Rogers [24] . Assume any i; e as above, and consider the denition of g e (x). Suppose g e (x) = s + y for some s; y such that y = h s and e (y) = 1. Since e (y) = ' (i) (y) = 1 implies 8 y (y) 8 i (y), and hence y 2 K , we get a contradiction to K \ H = ;. Thus, this case cannot happen.
Consequently, in the denition of g e (x) condition (B) must have happened. Thus, some s; y such that y > x, y = k s and e (y) = 0 have been found. Since y = k s , we conclude 8 y (y) # and thus g(x) > 8 y (y). Because of e (y) = ' (i) (y) = 0, we obtain 8 i (y) < 8 y (y) by the denition of ' (i) . Now, putting it all together, we get g(x) > 8 y (y) > 8 i (y) 8 i (x), since y > x and 8 i 2 R mon . This proves Claim 2. By the xed point theorem [24] We obtained many intermediate results which give incidence that U(A) is not in NUM for any non-recursive r.e. set A. First, every non-recursive set A has a suciently \slow" enumeration such that U(A) = 2 NUM for this underlying enumeration and the corresponding 8 A . Second, for many classes of sets we can directly show that U(A) = 2 NUM , whatever measure 8 A we choose. Besides the cases where A is part of a recursively inseparable pair or A is simple but not hypersimple, the case of the non-recursive and non-high sets A is interesting, in particular, since the proof diers from that for the two previous cases.
Recall that a set A is simple i A is both r.e. and innite, A is innite but there is no innite recursive set R disjoint to A. A set A is hypersimple i A is both r.e. and innite, and there is no function f 2 R such that f(n) a n for all n 2 IN, where a 0 ; a 1 ; : : : is the enumeration of A in strictly increasing order (cf. Rogers [24] Next, for every k 2 R there exists an x > k such that 8 e (x) > g(x). Consider all y = x; x + 1; : : : ; h(x). By the denition of g and by 8 e 2 R mon , we have 8 e (y) d A (y) for all these y. Thus, by the choice of d A and the denition of ' genA(e) we arrive at ' genA(e) (y) = A(y) for all y = x; x + 1; : : : ; h(x). But now the denition of the function h guarantees that k (z) 6 = ' gen A (e) (z) for some z with x z h(x). Consequently, ' genA(e) diers from all f k in contradiction to the assumption U(A) 2 NUM .
Reliable and EX-Learnability of U(A)
Blum and Blum [6] showed B 2 REX . The EX -learnability of U(A) alone can be generalized to every r.e. set A, but this is not possible for reliability. But before dealing with REX-inference, we show that every U(A) is EX -learnable. Theorem 14. U(A) is EX -learnable for all r.e. sets A. Proof. If A is recursive, then U(A) 2 NUM (cf. Theorem 11) and thus EXlearnable. So let A be non-recursive and let 8 A be a recursive enumeration of A. An EX -learner for the class U(A) is given as follows.
{ On input , disqualify all e such that there are x 2 dom() and y jj satisfying one of the following three conditions: The algorithm disqualies only such indices e where ' gen A (e) is either dened and false or undened for some x 2 dom(). Thus the learner is conservative.
Since the correct indices are never disqualied, it remains to show that the incorrect ones are. This clearly happens if ' gen A (e) (y) # 6 = (y) for some y. Otherwise let z be the rst undened place of ' genA(e) . This undened place is either due to the fact that 8 e (x) > 8 e (x + 1) for some x < z or that 8 e (z) " . In the rst case, e is eventually disqualied by condition (c), in the second case, either 8 e (x + 1) # for some rst x z, then e is again eventually disqualied by condition (c) or 8 e (x)" for some x 2 A above z and so e is disqualied by condition (b). Hence, the learning algorithm is correct.
The result that B is reliably EX -learnable can be generalized to halves of recursively inseparable pairs and to simple but not hypersimple sets. (a) A is part of a recursively inseparable pair or (b) A is simple but not hypersimple.
Theorem 15. U(A) is reliably EX-learnable if
Proof. The central idea of the proof is that conditions (a) and (b) allow to identify a class of functions which contains all recursive functions which are too dicult to learn and on which the learner then signals innitely often divergence. The recursive functions outside this class turn out to be EX -learnable and contain the class U(A).
The learner M does not need to succeed on functions f = 2 R 0;1 or if f(x) = 1 for almost all x 2 A. Now, the second condition can be checked indirectly for f 2 R 0;1 and the A in the precondition of the theorem.
In case (a), let A and B = fb 0 ; b 1 ; : : :g form a recursively inseparable pair. If f(x) = 1 for almost all x 2 A then f(b s ) = 1 for some b s . So one denes that disqualies if (x) 2 for some x or if (b s ) # = 1 for some s jj.
In case (b), the set A is simple but not hypersimple. By Lemma 12 there is a function g 2 R with g(x) x for all x 2 IN such that A intersects every interval fx; x + 1; : : : ; g(x)g. But if f(x) = 1 for almost all x 2 A, then, by the simplicity of A, f(x) = 1 for almost all x and there is an x with f(y) = 1 for all y 2 fx; x + 1; : : : ; g(x)g. So one denes that disqualies if (x) 2 for some x or if there is an x and (y) = 1 for all y 2 fx; x + 1; : : : ; g(x)g.
The reliable EX -learner N is a modication of the learner M from Theorem 14 which copies M on all except those which disqualify | on them, N always outputs a guess for 0 1 and thus either converges to some 0 1 or diverges by innitely many changes of the hypothesis. Let e() be a program for 0 1 and let N() = e(); if is disqualied M(); otherwise. For the verication, note that for every f 2 U(A) we have f(x) = 0 for all x 2 A. Thus, if f 2 U(A) then no f is disqualied and therefore N is an EX -learner for U(A).
Assume now that N converges to an e 0 on some recursive function f . If this happens for a function f such that some 0 f has been disqualied then f = 0 1 and so also ' e 0 = 0 1 for some f . Thus, N converges to a correct program for f in this case. Otherwise, no 0 f is disqualied. Since N copies the indices of M and those are all of the form gen A (e), there is a least e with e 0 = gen A (e). If f(x) = 0 for innitely many x 2 A, then M converges only to gen A (e) if ' genA(e) = f and the algorithm is correct in that case.
Finally, consider the subcase that f(x) = 0 for only nitely many x 2 A. Consequently, in case (a) f(x) = 1 for some x 2 B and in case (b) there must be an x such that f(y) = 1 for all y = x; x + 1; : : : ; g(x). In both cases, some 0 f is disqualied, thus this case cannot occur. Hence, N is reliable. Since A is not recursive, there is no total function dominating 8 A . Thus one can dene a recursive function h 2 (x) by taking h 2 (x) = the smallest s such that there is a y with x y sĥ 1 (y + h 1 (y)) < s^8 A (y) + 8 A (y + 1) + : : : + 8 A (y + h 1 (y)) < s : Since A is hypersimple, we directly get from Lemma 12 that h 2 2 R. Consider for every f 2 U(A) the index i to which M converges and an index j with f = ' genA(j) .
Assume now that M has converged to i at z x. Consider the y; s from the denition of h 2 and let = f(0); : : : ; f(y). If M(1 h1(y) ) 6 = M() then there is some y 0 2 fy; y + 1; : : : ; y + h 1 (y)g with f(y 0 ) = 0. As a consequence, 8 j (y 0 ) < 8 A (y 0 ) < h 2 (y). Since 8 j 2 R mon , we know 8 j (y) < s. Otherwise, 8 i (x) h 1 (y) and ' i (x) has converged. Since y h 2 (x), we conclude 8 i (x) h 1 (h 2 (x)). So one can give the following denition for f by case-distinction where the rst case is taken which is applicable and where = f(0); : : : ; f(z). otherwise.
Since the search-conditions in the second and third case are bounded by a recursive function in x, the family of all ' e(i;j;) contains only total functions and its universal i; j; ; x ! ' e(i;j;) (x) is computable in all parameters. Furthermore, for the correct i; j; as chosen above, ' e(i;j;) equals the given f since, for all x > z, either ' i (x) converges within h 1 (h 2 (x)) steps to f(x) or 8 A (x) 8 j (x) h 2 (x). It follows that this family covers U(A) and that U(A) is in NUM which, a contradiction to Theorem 13, since A is neither recursive nor high.
Robust Learning
A mathematical elegant proof method to separate learning criteria is the use of classes of self-describing functions. On the one hand, these examples are a bit articial, since they use coding tricks. On the other hand, natural objects like cells contain a description of themselves. Nevertheless, from a learning theoretical point some criticism remains in order, since a learner needs only to fetch some code from the input. Therefore, B arzdi n s suggested to look at restricted versions of learning: For example, a class S is robustly EX -learnable, i, for every operator 2, the class 2(S) is EX -learnable. There were many discussions, which operators 2 are admissible in this context and how to deal with those cases where 2 maps some functions in S to partial functions. At the end, it turned out that it is most suitable to consider only general recursive operators 2 which map every total function to a total one [16] . This notion is among all notions of robust EX -learning the most general one in the sense that every class S which is robustly EX -learnable with respect to any criterion considered in the literature is also robustly EX -learnable with respect to the model of Jain, Smith and
Wiehagen [16] .
Although the class B is quite natural and does not have any obvious selfreferential coding, the class B is not robustly EX -learnable | so while on the one hand the notion of robust EX -learning still permits topological coding tricks [16, 23] , it does on the other hand already rule out the natural class B. The provided example gives some incidence, that there is still some need to nd a adequate notion for a \natural EX -learnable class." Every class in NUM is robustly EX -learnable, in particular the class U(A) for a recursive set A (cf. Theorem 11). The next theorem shows that U(A) is not robustly EX -learnable for any nonrecursive sets A which are part of a recursively inseparable pair, which are simple but not hypersimple or which are neither recursive nor high. Thus, here the situation is parallel to the one at Theorem 13. 
Conclusions
The main topic of the present investigations have been the class B of Blum and Blum [6] and the natural generalizations U(A) of it obtained by using r.e. sets A as a parameter. It is has been shown that for large families of r.e. sets A, these classes U(A) are not in NUM . Furthermore, they can be always EX -learned. Moreover, for some but not all sets A there is also a REX-learner. Robust EXlearning is impossible for all non-recursive sets A that are part of recursively inseparable pair, for simple but not hypersimple sets A and for all sets A that are non-high and non-recursive. Since the classes U(A) are quite natural, this result adds some incidence that \natural learnability" does not coincide with robust learnability as dened in the current research.
Future work might address the remaining unsolved question whether U(A) is outside NUM for all non-recursive sets A. Additionally, one might investigate whether U(A) is robustly BC -learnable for some sets A such that U(A) is not robustly EX -inferable. It would be also interesting to know whether or not U(A) can be reliably BC -learned for sets A with U(A) = 2 REX (cf. [18] for more information concerning reliable BC -learning). Finally, there are some ways to generalize the notion of U(A) to every K -recursive set A and one might investigate the learning theoretic properties of the so obtained classes.
